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Principal’s Message

Ski Trip – Easter 2018

This Principal’s message is one dedicated to a recognition of the
work undertaken by Mrs Phipps here at Bodmin College. Whilst she
now leaves the College in her formal capacity, I am fortunate to
have an on-going opportunity to seek her advice and guidance on a
range of issues relating to the leadership of the school.
Mrs Phipps joined Bodmin College on 1st September 1982 and
has worked with three Headteachers and an interim Headteacher.
During this period her support for all has been unwavering and with
a total commitment to ensuring the best possible outcomes for
young people and the best possible working conditions for staff at
the school.
Staff, students and parents will appreciate the time she spent in
helping us resolve issues and find solutions to sometimes very
complex problems. We will recall how, even when tempers were on
edge, she remained cool and calm. Her advice was, and will always
be, appreciated.
As I read through the messages collected over the years, I notice
the numerous thanks from students for the time taken with them,
for caring so deeply about them personally and from an educational
perspective. They also comment on her being a ‘great teacher’ and
someone they could always turn to for advice and guidance.
From staff, the message is clear. Thank you so very much for,
‘making the training placements’ so valuable and for providing
endless amounts of time to listen, to understand and where possible
to offer solutions and constructive advice.
One member of staff wrote to Sally commending her on providing a
formula for living happily.
• do not blame others, but do forgive others
• do not lose your patience, but do work hard AND
• you will be rewarded and this equates to a better chance of
happiness
Thank you for your time, Mrs Phipps. It has been our pleasure.
Your friend, Brett

FRONT COVER: Decay Dress by Mary Ellis

Bodmin College Ski Trip 2018
was a huge success with 26
students taking to the slopes of
Paso Del Tonale in Italy over the
Easter break.
The group of students had
a range of ability levels.
The majority were complete

beginners who developed into
competent skiers over the
week; the intermediates started
to develop their skills so they
were able to tackle red and
black runs successfully, and the
advanced skiers Arlo and Jowan
spent most of their time on the
trickier slopes.

We enjoyed six days of skiing
and experienced a wide range of
weather conditions from whiteout right through to +14°C,
sun-drenched, powder skiing.
Thoughts have already turned
to planning next year’s trip.
Mr Helgesen

Vex Robotics team gain funding
Bodmin Lions Club have very
kindly donated £250 to our Vex
Robotics team so that they can
purchase a “Field of Play”.
The Vex competitions have
two elements to them, one
of which is driver controlled
and the other is autonomous.
The “Field of Play” is made
specifically for the competition

and the response of the robots
drastically differs depending on
the surface on which it is run. In
the past we have found that our
competition scores have been
affected by the robot behaving
differently.
The team want to be as
competitive as possible, so it is
very important not to be at a

Year 7 Netball Tour 2018
disadvantage. They have spent
a lot of time raising money
and the £250 from the Lions
Club represents the last sum
required to buy the “Field of
Play” kit. They will continue to
raise money in the future in
order to buy additional kit and
fund the project.
Thank you Bodmin Lions.

Well done to the Year 7 team who travelled
to Shrewbury to take part in the PGL schools
netball tournament. Ten teams entered from
across the country and Bodmin finished in
4th position overall.
The two days consisted of competitive
netball and adventurous activities. The
team took part in the following adventurous
activities: the big swing, abseiling, quad
biking, climbing, zip lining and the leap of
faith.
They played some good quality netball over
the two days and developed their individual
skill set. They showed great determination,
enthusiasm and sportsmanship throughout
the competition.
On the final day they got to meet
Manchester Thunder star Bea Skingsley who
plays in the netball Super League.
Managers’ players of the tournament:
Issabelle Greenwood
Most Improved player: Nina Miller
Players’ Player: Rhia Barrett-Magowan
Well done to all the girls who took part.

Work Skills Update

#ProudOfOurAlumni

Now in its third year of running at Bodmin College 6th
Form, Work Skills has just completed another busy year.

Lots of our alumni love to keep in touch and share the stories of their
journeys with our students. Hearing from an ex-student who was in
their shoes once is aspirational for our students, and we regularly invite
former students back in for this reason.

In October, Year 13 students took part in the whole
school Erasmus Trade Fair. Students had to plan and
produce a product to be sold at the fair and learnt
budgeting and customer service skills along the way.
Students from our partner schools in France, Spain and
Germany joined the stall holders and the whole day was
a roaring success.
Not to be outdone, the Year 12 students organised
festive activities for students and staff including “Pin the
Red Nose on Rudolf” and a “Christmas Tree Decoration
race” at a Christmas Fair held in December. Hot
chocolate, complete with a marshmallow snowman, was
available with a traditional mince pie.

This year we have held a number of large alumni workshops: one was
attended by MP Scott Mann (pictured below) as he had heard about all
the work that we are doing.
Our William Clift Academies have invited many ex-students to their
meetings. Ollie Banks, who is studying Aeronautical Engineering, spoke
to Years 11 and 12 students who are considering this pathway.
Some alumni have even spoken to whole year groups in assemblies.
Faye Shepherd presented about her incredible expeditions. Others
have carried out one to one mock interviews or looked at portfolios and

In January we attended the National Apprenticeship
show at Westpoint Arena, Exeter, where students
were given the opportunity to meet local and
national businesses and learn about apprenticeship
opportunities.
There have also been a variety of workshops held in the
Employability Hub, including a Future First - Institute
Grocery Distribution (IGD) session on “Building my
Brand”. Area Managers from Lidl, 2 Sisters, Brake
Brothers and Asda shared valuable advice on how to
get into the job market. Lucy Wooldridge from Future
First explained the array of employment opportunities
within the Grocery Distribution Chain. Definitely food for
thought!
Volunteers from Barclays Life Skills led by David Brown,
our local branch manager, helped students with their
interview techniques and CV writing skills. David has
also given advice on personal bank accounts to all of
the 6th form in their briefing assemblies.
Community Bankers Matt Ford and Katie Orme from
Natwest Money Sense supported sessions on personal
money skills and gave advice on being aware of
potential hazards when spending.
For our young entrepreneurs, Daryn Dodge, our
Enterprise Advisor, has shared his knowledge and
expertise in setting up and running a successful
business.
If that was not enough, throughout the year, students
have taken part in work experience and volunteering
placements including St Austell Brewery, The British Red
Cross, Cancer Research UK, Blisland Post-office, Bodmin
College Library and cleaning the College minibuses.
Some students have also secured part-time work.
To celebrate achieving their BTEC Diplomas in Work
Skills, a trip to SizzAll in Plymouth is planned.
Alison Perrin, Work Skills Co-ordinator

some have come back to support in the classroom. Meeting alumni on
university visits is always inspirational as they are very enthusiastic
and can be a great link for our own students attending there.
Having a stand at the Royal Cornwall Show is another chance to
reconnect with our alumni and on the back of this year, we have
already had firefighters Ellen and Andre in to talk to sixth formers with
offers from many others to help our students. One ex-student, Ollie
Yates, has offered to take media students on a tour of the BBC studios
in Plymouth; and award winning cheesemaker Giel Spierings has
agreed to come and talk to our students about starting a business.
The College has signed up to an organisation called Future First which
enables us to easily access a wide range of contacts.
Ex-students wanting to reconnect can do so at www.futurefirst.org.uk

“... they then boarded
a steam train to the
Western Front...”

In addition to the Trench,
students took part in two
of four plays commissioned
especially for this project,
being shown daily at 5pm in
the Regimental museum before
the Trench performances.
Again our students worked
alongside professional and
community actors, directed
by a professional team. These
plays are ‘Beetroot pie’ by
Dominic Power with Abi and
Rhia Barrett-Magowan and ‘Hip
Hip Hip Hurrah for Harleigh’ by
David Rowan, with Aaron Alger,
Aiden Sillince, Ellie Fullwood,
Josh Grayston Jesse Reed, Ben
Williams and Elijah Warne
Our FDA Digital Media students,
Fin Davis and Zak Vincent,
were involved in documenting
the event, creating the footage
seen on BBC1 Spotlight at the
preview performances on 16th
June.
Tanya Hodger and Ellie Aston,
two of our Year 10 students,
were involved in the production
side of the event, helping
behind the scenes in set and
props.

The Trench
Bodmin College students
have been working very hard
rehearsing each weekend from
the beginning of May for a huge
community project entitled ‘The
Trench’ to commemorate the
end of WW1 in Bodmin. This is
a collaborative project between
Bodmin and Wenford Steam
railway, Bodmin Regimental
Museum, Collective Arts
Theatre Company and the local
community.
This completely immersive
event involves audience
members being ‘enlisted’ at
the Regimental Museum. They
then travel to the Front Line
by the Bodmin & Wenford

Railway, undertake a 50 minute
participatory experience in the
trenches before returning to
‘demob’ at the Museum.
The participants are guided
throughout by a small group
of professional actors and
community performers,
alongside our student
performers under the
supervision of a professional
production team. Students
performed during both matinee
and evening performances
between 18th June and 15th
July, totalling over 25 shows.
Students involved were Aaron
Alger, Trinity Bale, Aidan
Sillince, Abi Barrett-Magowan
and Rosa Woods.

The whole of our Year 7, Year 12
Performing Arts Students and
Year 9 History leaders and Arts
Award leaders have been able
to see the Trench experience
which has given them all a
fantastic opportunity to gain
a huge amount of confidence
from performing, learning new
practical and communication
skills from professional actors,
and getting fully immersed in
life on the Western Front and
the life of those who enlisted
100 years ago at the Museum.

killed, missing or wounded
in action. By having a living
history experience, students
really understand different
aspects of the war and are
able to empathize better when
considering other points of view.
It has been a hugely informative
and thrilling experience.
Although extremely demanding
it has been thoroughly
rewarding, and students
have been left with a huge
appreciation and understanding
of WW1 through their own
personal experiences during the
project.
Our thanks to Jason Squibb
and team from Collective Arts
who masterminded this whole
project, Mary Godwin and team
at the Regimental Museum and
Hannah Irwin and team at the
Bodmin and Wenford Steam
railway for making it all happen.
Thank you to the History
Department, Mr Diskin Ms
Littlewood and Ms Pearce,
and to Mr Talbot and the FdA
students for committing to this
project and for giving so much
time and energy to ensuring its
success for our students.
Alison Dures, Head of Drama

The whole of Year 7 was fortunate enough to attend a run of
matinee performances of ‘The Trench’, an interactive experience of
life in a WWI trench.
Students were marched to the Regimental Museum where they
were ‘enlisted’ and received their gun, helmet and uniform. All
were given the identity of a real soldier that fought in the Devon
and Cornwall Light Infantry. They then boarded a steam train to the
‘Western Front’, a purpose-built replica of a trench on Lanhydrock
Estate.
There was a 50 minute performance in the trench with smoke
machines, explosive sound effects and some stand out
performances by Bodmin College Drama students.
After the performance we all returned to Bodmin for debriefing and
discovered the fate of our characters in reality. Some students were
shocked to find out that their characters survived the war, only to
die in an accident two years later.

Our Alumni students were
heavily involved too: Carolyn
Maddox on props for the plays
and Fin Irwin from ‘Into Bodmin’
on marketing and promotion for
the event.

Others were shot for theft or died due to their injuries.

The Museum has put together
an exhibition to follow on
immediately after the event
finishes, where participants
find out whether the role they
were playing survived, was

There were lots of comments about the use of smoke machines and
sound effects which made the experience as real as possible.

Lilliana described the day as ‘an amazing experience’ and was
surprised to discover that her character was awarded nine medals.
Niamh Hutchinson and Charlie Harper both thought it was ‘awesome
to study trench warfare in History and then experience it in real life’.

Our students were excellent ambassadors for the College and a fun
day was had by all involved.

Year 11 Revision Workshops

Beach School 2018

All Year 11 benefited from a Next Steps
funded intervention about revision and
how to apply techniques to improve their
ability to retain information. Sander DeGroot from MADE Training worked with
our students looking at techniques and
strategies to revise more effectively, and to
apply techniques to help them improve their
revision, and to learn more effectively and
efficiently. Students learnt the importance
of vocalisation to retain an extra 50% of
the information. Strategies such as how
to benchmark, applying memory palace,
number words – using mnemonics and
using cue cards with mind maps, were
all explored as techniques to apply when
revising.

from students:
• I am going to change the way I revise
to make it more effective
• Motivating - it was pretty good to be
fair
• I have learnt different ways to revise
which I can use at home
• It gave me a clear understanding of
many effective revision techniques
• Helped me to understand how to revise
better
• It has given me the motivation to try
new forms of revision
• Built up my confidence and showed me
how to revise effectively
• It helped me realise how useful
condensing information is

In the evening parents were invited in to
see what students had done and to identify
how parents could best support study at
home. Feedback was great and we hope to
build on this in future and offer much more.

For more information or to see what other
opportunities are available through Next
Steps at College contact Rachel Devine,
Next Steps In School Co-Ordinator, on DR@
bodmincollege.co.uk

Comments included;

For more information about Next Steps
www.nextstepssw.ac.uk

from parents:
• Practical techniques with worked
examples that really show how these
things can work
• It was excellent
• I found it very interesting, especially
the breaking down into 20 minute
sessions
• Learned a lot - changed from our day

Stop Press: At time of writing Year 10
are about to receive training on selfmade motivation and resilience as part of
launching into Year 11 – more details in the
next edition.

Following on from our success last year,
Beach School with The Wave Project took
place again this term with Year 10 students.
This exciting scheme, which takes place on
the beach and in the surf, gets students
inspired, motivated and engaged with
school and their learning.
Our students head over to Fistral Beach in
Newquay and get involved with everything
from learning to surf, to beach art and
the impact of plastic pollution on our local
environment. It was great to see their
progress over the six weeks.

Emerging William Clift Academy

Next Steps working with Kernow King, Year 11 and Sixth Form boys

With the amazing success on the William
Clift Academy in the Sixth Form, the College
decided to launch a smaller version in
February for Year 11 as we were coming
across some excellent opportunities to pass
on.

Did you know boys are
significantly under represented
in Higher Education compared
with girls?
With this in mind we hosted an
event targeting boys to raise
confidence and awareness of
Higher Education courses and
careers in events management,
with local celebrity and standup comic Ed Rowe, otherwise
known as ‘The Kernow King’.
Our students prepared a range
of sketches based on local
Cornish heroes and everyone
had a laugh.

The Emerging William Clift Facebook page
has given us the platform to enable us to
promote these to students and parents.
In this short time, we already have 70
members on the closed Facebook group and
are now looking to open it up to the current
Year 10, going into Year 11.

Examples of what has been advertised;
• a free residential at Bournemouth
University; over 40 students are now
attending this, and the university are
also providing transport
• all the medical academy experiences
for KS4 are posted
• Year 11 summer schools in Cambridge,
Imperial, UCL etc.
• free Cyber security courses at Cardiff
University
• Next Steps opportunities e.g. summer
school at Falmouth University
• Minack Theatre residential
• coding course at Easter with Software
Cornwall
• visits from alumni to the 6th form, Year
11 students are invited to attend
In addition to these, useful revision and
study skill links have also been posted.
This is just a taster of what will be on offer
in the Sixth Form.
Mr Smith has already invited current
Year 10 students to join and we actively
encourage parents as well to be members.
Please request to join and don’t miss out on
opportunities.

Year 11 – Emerging 6th Form

came out to purchase from the businesses.
Products included things like: cookie making
sets, smoothies, key-rings, slime, Erasmus
t-shirts and more. That finished around
6pm when parents started to arrive for
the presentation evening. This was very
emotional, and afterwards we had a buffet
and a party.

An excited atmosphere buzzed
along the Harleigh corridors
in early June as the Year 10
students became our new Year
11 Emerging 6th Form.
As students checked the lists
for their new success groups,
there was a buzz of excitement
in anticipation of what the new
academic year holds.

We spent the Saturday with our host
families exploring the area for a final time;
it was great fun for everyone. Then on the
Sunday we all met at the college to say our
goodbyes and make our way to the train
station which then took us to the airport. It
was very emotional leaving our host families
and the new friends we had made from the
other countries. We took the plane back to
Exeter where we got a rather large coach to
the College to see our parents once again.
We all had an amazing experience and
would recommend to everyone that you
take every opportunity you get.

Following an assembly outlining
what they can expect from Year
11, the next cohort of emerging
6th formers were already
looking forward to what’s set
to be a busy year. Students are
already showing lots of interest
in becoming the next phase of
Ambassadors and this is the
start of another exhilarating
year filled with challenge and
opportunity.

Here are some of the things students’
parents have said about the trip:
Big thanks to the staff - the whole
trip was such an amazing and
enriching experience for them all; my
daughter absolutely loved it. Fantastic
organisation.
My son had a fantastic time and has
returned full of lovely stories and
positivity. Such a wonderful opportunity
for him and we’re so grateful that he
was offered the place. Thank you.
Kids had a ball.... I’m jealous.
My son had a fantastic time and I think
it was exactly what Erasmus was set
up for. Huge thanks to the team for
making this happen.
Report written by Katlyn, Year 10

Erasmus+
In April, 12 students from Bodmin
participated in an Erasmus trip to Vouziers
in France and stayed with French host
families for the week. Some of us had
already hosted Erasmus students in Bodmin
last October, others were meeting for the
first time – we were all VERY nervous. On
the first Sunday, some of the students
took a trip to the wildlife park and had a
spectacular day looking around the site
where they discovered a trampoline park in
the woods. Some other students had a day
out getting to know their host families.
Throughout the week we travelled to Paul
Drouot College in the school bus. At the
college students enjoyed themselves whilst
getting to know each of the nationalities
and making new friends. It involved team
building and group tasks with the the
Spanish (Teldropia), German (Beeropia),
French (Vouzropia) and the English students
(Bodropia). The four nationalities make up
our group Europia.
On the Thursday all the students went
into Paris by coach – we met at school at
5.30am. The Presidents of Bodropia went to
interview a French politician in the ‘Houses
of Parliament’ (Assemblée Nationale) whilst
the others took a tour around the historic

building. Afterwards some of us went to the
Eiffel Tower, while the rest of us relaxed,
having a picnic in the park – we then all
went for a boat trip; it was such a lovely
day reaching a temperature of 29-30
degrees. We walked back to the coach and
stopped off on the way back to Vouziers to
eat and sit together for a three course meal
at the services, arriving back to our host
families around 10pm ready for our last day
at the college.
On the Friday we had a sports day at the
college with mixed groups, and chose three
different sports from a list that included;
cycling round the ramps, rugby rounders,
handball, dance and more. The whole school
(600 students) came together to do a dance
on the playground to the song “Shape of
You” by Ed Sheeran. We ate our lunch in
the canteen around 12, and after we had
all eaten, we practised the Europia anthem.
The English verse went:
“Europia is our vision,
Europia means Co-operation,
we are proud to stand together,
now borders have ceased,
only then will we be living in peace”
We then got in our groups to set up the
businesses fair; all students from the school

ABOVE: Erasmus+ students at the Wildlife Park

Aspiring Medics
This year our William Clift
Medical Academy has been very
busy.
Earlier in the year our Year 11
and Year 12 biologists attended
an Operating Theatre Live day
where they had the opportunity
to learn about anatomy in a
realistic setting.

Inspiring Future
Creative Artists

spent an amazing week there
shadowing surgery procedures.
Our three aspiring midwives
have also gained valuable work
experience at Treliske.

Year 10 students then had a
chance to apply for a week of
work experience at Treliske
Hospital and a small group
were offered places. Last
term another group of Year 10
students attended a medical
residential at Exeter University,
which they all loved.

Well done to Jessica Porter in
Year 12 for gaining a place on
the Social Mobility Foundation
residential in medicine, a highly
competitive course including
a week at Middlesbrough
hospital; Jess has already
attended a medicine residential
at Lancaster University. Lots
of other Year 12 students have
also secured university summer
schools in a health subject at
places such as Surrey, UCL,
Bournemouth.

Year 12 have been busy getting
work experience and our
medical academy is delighted to
have formed an agreement with
Carnewater Practice in Bodmin
for a three day work experience
in a healthcare setting; a few
students have already attended.
Through the contacts that we
have formed with a consultant
surgeon at Treliske, Katie

WAMS (Widening Access to
Medicine) from Exeter Medical
School have visited three times
this year to work with Years
10, 11 and Sixth Form. Their
workshops included; applying to
medical school, medical ethics,
the heart, diagnostic techniques
etc. The medical students
who ran the sessions were all
superb and it was particularly

The Art department organised two
inspirational trips to Bournemouth
Arts University and Plymouth College
of Arts in June. The trips were paid
for by both universities as part of
their outreach programmes, which
allowed our Year 10 and Year 12 Art
students to attend the Bournemouth
Degree Show, and the Year 9 and
Year 12 Art students to attend the
Plymouth Arts Degree Show.
At Bournemouth we were greeted
by ex- Bodmin student Aidan Booth
who has just completed the BA(Hons)
Graphics Design course and has
gained an internship at Sky. We also
saw the amazing work of ex-students
Jack Walker, Jessica Dootson and Tom
Wagstaff.

inspirational to have one of our
alumni, Cassie, back.
Interviews for health courses
are particularly stressful but
our students were really
well prepared this year; Dr
Hignell did a fantastic job
with our Year 13 students and
between the three of them
they secured seven offers.
We were also really grateful
to midwife Maggie Denholm
for holding mock interviews
for our midwives and nurses,
and again they did really well.
Academy mentor, Jayne Smith,
is continuing to train as an
interviewer at Peninsula Medical
School, Plymouth.
In the Sixth Form we have our
own WCA Medical Academy
Facebook group where aspiring
medics can access links to
work experience, meeting
arrangements, UKCAT help,
university medical days etc. It’s
a great way to communicate
with the medical mentor.
It’s been a very busy but
rewarding year with the
academy but great to see so
many young people wanting to
work in the health sector.

The variety and standard of work
seen will have a massive impact
on the work the students produce
at GCSE and A Level, inspire the
next generation of talented creative
people, and give them a valuable
insight into the breadth of career
opportunities in this industry.

GCSE Art - Altered State Exhibition
The moderator was ‘wowed’
again by the Year 11 GCSE
Art sample. The work was
selected by the exam board and
exhibited in the Tor Gallery in
the Creative Arts Department.
The work was produced during
the course entitled, ‘Altered
State’.

BELOW: “Resin Pond”
by Saskia Taylor

The students explored a wide
variety of techniques and
materials including printing,
photography, drawing, painting
and three-dimensional design.
The moderator also selected
a range of the students’ exam
submission which ranged from
starting points inspired by words
such as “Frozen”, “Contrast”
and “Hinge”. The work produced
showcased the amazing talent
and creativity that the Bodmin
College students possess.

ABOVE: Rebecca Puckey’s
Sketchbook

LEFT: “Split Skulls”
by Oliver Hanson

Vex Robotics Primary Challenge Day

Year 9 Construction

Bodmin College recently hosted
four primary schools for the
Vex Robotics Challenge Day.
The purpose of the day was for
students to build a robot from
scratch and then compete on
our field of play. The aim of the
competition was to see how
many scoring items they could
move into the scoring zone in
one minute.

This term, the Year 9 Construction students
have started working on developing their
brick and block work skills. The groups
have demonstrated a high level of skill for
this practical subject and to challenge them
we put together a task to fully test their
developing skills.
The task was to build a six-course cavity
wall with piers and an arch built across the
top. The attitude and work ethic towards

this task and the skill level on display has
been amazing; so much so that we had to
add an extension task to make the project
even more difficult.
We currently have 13 completed wall
assessments and are looking forward to the
completion of all 38 magnificent decorative
walls.
Paul Hickey, Head of Construction

Our senior Vex robotics team
acted as mentors for the
day and helped to guide the
students through the build
process.
We had a speaker from
“Software Cornwall” who talked
to the students about the
opportunities to take part in the
“Mission to Mars” project which
teaches students how to build
and program robots suitable
for the martian landscape. The
students had a demonstration of
one of these and were then able
to try it out for themselves.
The students worked in teams
of four to create a robot and
hone their engineering skills.
They all worked extremely hard

and showed great resilience
when they came across
problems. They demonstrated
their collaborative abilities and
showed great team spirit, with
each group creating a working
robot.
At the end of the challenge day
each of the schools took home

their robot to develop it further.
All of the students left with a
positive attitude towards STEM
and a far greater understanding
of Engineering. There was a
sense of excitement from the
students at the prospect of
coming up to the College in
September.

Success for Drama students
Joe Barlow, Year 13, has been
offered an unconditional place
at Plymouth University to
study for a BA in Drama and
Theatre; and Josh Wilton, also
Year 13, has been offered an
unconditional place to study BA
Dance.

Sahana Rackal, Year 11, has
auditioned and been offered
places at both Arts Educational
School and The Brit School in
London - two highly sought
after Drama schools. She has
already successfully auditioned
for National Youth Theatre and

is currently playing Sappho, the
title role in the RSC Young Roots
project, with performances in
Stratford in July.

Villiers Visit
Last term, I went to Villers Park to attend
their Exploring Shakespeare course. Whilst
there, I learnt a huge amount about
Shakespeare and the discipline of English,
information which has helped me greatly in
my coursework and English lessons back at
College.

Duke of Edinburgh Award
Update

During the course, we took a trip into
Cambridge and visited the Fitzwilliam
Museum. This museum is home to a great
collection of European Renaissance art, and
it was amazing to see the art which was
around when Shakespeare was writing.
After this, we saw a ballet of Shakespeare’s
‘A Winter’s Tale’. It was a beautiful show.

We are now well into expedition season with
all levels of the award undertaking their
assessed expeditions as a culmination of
many months of training.

I really enjoyed the Villiers course and
couldn’t have done it without funding from
Next Steps.
Katie Ellis (RIGHT)

Year 11 Final Showcase
This is it
Year 11 performed their final Drama
showcase to parents on the evening of
2nd May after a busy half term of GCSE
practical exams to an external examiner
and BTEC monologues to camera. In all they
performed over 30 pieces, which were of
the highest quality and pushed them all to
the best of their ability.
Play extracts were taken from J.B.Priestley’s
‘An Inspector Calls’, ‘Linda’ by Penelope
Skinner and Godber’s ‘Shakers’ with
monologues ranging from serious themes
of still birth, car accidents, social media
bullying and the horrors of WW1 to the
ridiculous, such as a policeman talking to
his knees and a nursery teacher talking to
an imaginary class of three year olds. It was
a brilliant evening.
This cohort of Year 11 are some of the
best we have ever had the privilege to
teach, some of whom have made the most
amazing journey since Year 9. It was a
shame that not all of the Year 11 group
were present, as it was an emotional end
to a fabulous three years. I wish them all
the very best for their future pathways,
wherever they may lead and they need to
know that their home is always here.
Ms Dures, Head of Drama

Gold Award
The Year 12 students undertaking their Gold
award have been training all year for their
final expedition. The final practice was four
days on Dartmoor in March, wild camping
and walking around 12 miles each day.
They were fortunate with the weather and
even found time to relax on the old clapper
bridge in Postbridge. The teams completed
their assessed expedition in the Brecon
Beacons during the first week of July.
Silver Award
We have 45 Year 10 students taking part
in the Silver Award this year. In addition
to doing volunteering, a physical activity
and a skill, they have learnt to navigate on
Bodmin Moor in varying weather conditions.
Their practice expedition was in March,
which was very wet at times. In total
contrast they have all just completed their
assessed expedition during the heatwave
in June. They had to learn to rehydrate
constantly, remember their suncream,
and cover up however hot they felt. All 8
teams successfully completed a very tough
expedition, finishing at Jamaica Inn.
Bronze Award
This year we had 34 students taking part
in the Bronze award, all from Year 9.
The students have been learning all the
expedition skills from basic map reading
to pitching tents and cooking on Trangia
stoves. They completed their practice
expedition in April and their assessed
expedition in June, where they all wore
pedometers and compared their step count.
They are now collecting their assessor
reports for the volunteering, physical and
skills sections in order to complete their
awards.

Gold

Silver

Bronze

County Netball Selection
Congratulations to Holly May who has
been selected to represent Cornwall in the
Satellite Academy for Netball. An amazing
achievement; and good luck for the
upcoming season.

The pop-up Next Steps camper
van came to College and
worked with Year 9 students
on a drop-by basis. Those
important early conversations
about futures, careers and HE
courses were had; and virtual
headsets were used for campus
tours, iPads were used to
research which HE courses were
suited to specific careers, and
Katie Ellis (Next Steps outreach
worker) and a team of student
ambassadors from Exeter and
Falmouth were on hand to give
specifics about student finance
and student life.
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Pop-up Camper from Next Steps

